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This paper provides a research summary of a series of serious games and

simulations that form the basis of an experimental platform for the study

of human decision-making and behavior associated with biosecurity across

complex livestock production chains. This platform is the first of its kind to

address the challenges associated with scaling micro-behavior of biosecurity

decision-making to macro-patterns of disease spread across strategic, tactical

and operational levels, capturing the roles that facility managers and front-

line workers play in making biosecurity decisions under risk and uncertainty.

Informational and incentive treatments are tested within each game and

simulation. Behavioral theories are used to explain these findings. Results from

serious games in the form of behavioral probability distributions are then

used to simulate disease incidence and spread across a complex production

chain, demonstrating how micro-level behaviors contribute to larger macro-

level patterns. In the case of this study, the propensity to adopt micro-level

biosecurity practices are applied to a network percolation disease spread

model. By presenting the suite of companion models of behavior and disease

spread we are able to capture scaling dynamics of complex systems, and in the

process, better understand how individual behaviors impact whole systems.

KEYWORDS

biosecurity, compliance, scaling, micro-macro, risk perception, nudges

Introduction

Computational modeling, digital serious gaming, and simulation tools can provide

a better understanding of how the percolation of individual behaviors manifests itself

across networks of heterogeneous actors to produce specific systemic outputs and

outcomes. The spread of disease across human systems, like during the global COVID-19

pandemic, and increasingly, systems of domesticated livestock, provides an opportunity
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to look at the relationship between individuals’ micro-level

behaviors operating across different levels of operational,

tactical or strategic action and their implications for more

macro-scale outcomes. This research summary provides an

overview of an experimental simulation platform designed to

study the relationship between micro-level individual behavior

and macro-level outcomes within disease spread scenarios.

Researchers are increasingly using computational modeling

and serious gaming to consider and study systems across

micro and macro levels. Understanding scalar dynamics can

lead to predicting and mitigating disease risk transmission

by helping to align private and public costs and beneifts

associated with biosecurity, and anticipate how decisions made

at operational scales can impact the wider spread of disease

among livestock populations.

To capture the micro-level roles and behaviors of individual

human actors spanning the continuum of front-line workers,

managers and executive leaders, a series of serious games

that operate at different strategic-tactical-operational levels was

developed. The results from these games are used to calibrate

whole systems models of a livestock production chain using an

agent-based modeling (ABMs) approach to demonstrate how

behavioral nudges at different levels of operational and tactical

action scale can form specific micro- and macro-level behavior

relating to mitigating disease transmission. The approach and

findings can have a bearing on developing a coordinated policy

response to highly contagious disease spread events.

This research summary begins with clarifying a critical

question relating to human agency and macro patterns,

and specifically distinguishes between actors operating at

different levels of strategic, tactical and operational collective

action, contributing to our greater understanding of micro-

macro scaling phenomena in complex social systems. We

then introduce the context of this particular study, livestock

biosecurity, and define a very specific set of considerations that

are confronting policy makers, executive leaders, managers and

front-line workers in this area. The methods used to build

our experimental simulation platform are then discussed. The

paper walks the reader through each gaming and modeling

component, providing high level summaries of findings from

each. The paper concludes by returning to the larger questions

of micro-macro scaling and the contributions to theory and

methodological development that this particular body of work

has contributed to.

Materials and methods

The growth in the depth of understanding critical behavioral

biases such as bounded rationality, implicit bias, the role

of framing and anchoring effects, etc. have expanded our

understanding of how people make decisions and behave in

specific policy and management settings (1). Donald Moynihan,

discusses the differences between micro-level “nudges” (2)

and macro-level policy and institutional “shoves” [(3), p. 3],

and observes that recent research in behavioral public

administration has tended to focus almost exclusively on the

“smaller” questions of individual motivation and behavior at

the exclusion of some of the bigger questions focusing at

more macro levels, e.g., those activities that impact whole

systems. Moynihan is concerned about the development of

a “micro-macro schism,” much like those found between

micro and macroeconomics and to a lesser extent micro

and macro sociology (4). To overcome the rise of this

micro-macro schism,Moynihan calls for integrating the findings

from behavioral experiments into more aggregated models

of organizational and institutional systems. Doing so may

allow us to scale-up tactical, operational, and strategic micro

behaviors of individuals to answermacro questions pertaining to

organizational and network performance and ultimately better

understand the roles of human behavior as drivers of policy

implementation and policy failure. Conversely, we may also

come to better understand how macro drivers scale-down to

influence micro behaviors.

The challenges with understanding how micro-macro

dynamics unfold in complex settings is often understood

in terms of “micro-macro scaling” questions: How does

micro behavior and decision-making scale-up to inform larger,

macro systems of coordinated action? How do macro-scaled

institutional norms, organizational cultures, institutional rules

and policies scale-down to shape operational, tactical, and

strategic micro behaviors? Livestock production systems can

be understood as “complex adaptive systems” that possess

emergent qualities that are driven by the internal, self-organizing

features of the system (5). The charactersitics of emergence

in these kind of systems can be understood as “bottom up”

materializations of a myriad of indivudal acts of behavior that

“add up” to form larger, larger system-level dynamics. In the

instance of livestock production, the cumulative behaviors of

thousands of farm workers will have a role to play in the extent

which disease is spread. While other actors in the production

chain, including farm managers, owners, regulators and service

providers (veterinarians) also render decisions and behaviors

that have emergent, bottom up impacts on the wider system.

When we consider the question of micro-macro scaling, the

positionality of actors within an organizational or institutional

structure very likely matters. Theories of leadership and

management have tended to assert that any one person can

exert authority and influence over the direction of organizations

and networks. Those with the greatest influence are said

to be the people in positions of strategic leadership roles

(6–9). Good managers can execute their span of control

and unity of command to link tactical decision-making to

daily operations by seeking the compliance and cooperation

of subordinates. Front-line workers who often serve at the

“street-level” provide direct service and discretionary authority
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FIGURE 1

Scales of discretion: The STO framework.

that impacts the performance of daily operations (10). The

discretion of individuals operating across a strategic-tactical-

operational continuum combine to shape the functioning and

performance of organizations and networks of organizations. In

turn, it has been noted how the collective norms, organizational

cultures, institutional rules and policies found in organizations

and institutions can shape and inform the behaviors of

individuals (11). These macro-level properties can scale-down

to the micro-level of individuals making strategic, tactical

and operational decisions. By examining these processes, we

can better understand how the discretion of different actors

across different scales of decion-making not only influences

the likelihood of biosecurity failures, but should influence the

discretion of actors at the tactical and strategic scales. A better

understanding and appreciation of how their own and others’

discretion and actions increases or decreases the likelihood of

disease spread.

In order to understand the impacts of micro-level

individual discretion on larger levels of collective action,

we must first clarify the architecture that has been implicit

in those organizational theories that view organizations as

systems that rely on the agency of specific actors assuming

specific operational, tactical or strategic roles. Drawn

from the distinctions between the levels of social system

behavior (6, 7, 9, 12), a strategic-tactical-operational (STO)

framework for understanding the scales of discretion across

a given social system is presented here. Figure 1 provides

an overview of this framework as a tiered system that

is differentiated by the types of questions asked (Why

and when? Where and how? How?), the temporality

of those decisions (long to short term), the degree of

comprehensiveness to specificity, and the roles and functions

of decision makers and actors (from executive leaders to

front-line workers).

Ackoff (13) first distinguished between tactical and strategic

action within a systems context parsing the differences

between short term matters of basic operation and longer

term coordinated actions of linked services and levels. More

recently, Loorbach (14) focused on the application of strategic,

tactical and operational planning, tasks and decision making

to transition management. He notes how change unfolds

within and across complex systems and calls for prescriptive

models that account for the heterogeneity of actors that

include top down, market, collaborative and reflexive features

[(14), p. 166].

Discrete studies and experimentation at each scale are

needed to inform prescriptive “nudges” and other forms of

inducements, sanctions and regulations. In the context of the

studies summarized here, the focus is on nudges that come in

the form of risk communication methods. The types of systems’

level and impactful policy “shoves” (inducement, sanctions and

regulations) that are likely needed to better mitigate systemic

risk across entire systems of livestock production require the

integration of data on human behavior across different scales of

discretion to better understand how biosecurity protocols and

practices may be enacted. Where possible, the integration of

this data on the propensity of decisions made at the operational

and tactical scales should inform the development of decision

support tools to inform strategic planning at the most macro

level (14, 15). The wicked problem of livestock biosecurity

provides an excellent context to apply this approach.

The research context: Livestock
biosecurity

The focus of this particular study and application is on

emerging and endemic livestock diseases of social and economic
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importance that can have profound policy implications,

impacting food security, food safety, animal welfare, and

domestic and international trade. Outbreaks of infectious

animal diseases can lead to losses of millions of animals

and billions of dollars. For example, in just 6 months,

50 million chickens and turkeys were killed in the U.S.

during an outbreak of highly pathogenic avian influenza

in 2017 (16) and almost 38 million birds in 2022 (17).

This outbreak led to losses of over $3 billion in the U.S.

poultry industry (18). These outbreaks can have potential

negative environmental, health and economic consequences

from mass disposal of animal products or carcasses, as well

as the potential transmission of diseases to other species,

including humans (19). Direct and indirect economic costs to

producers, processors or packers send ripples into local, regional

and national economies and may result in food insecurity

domestically or abroad. We ignore the potential direct costs

to humans stemming from zoonotic disease transfer (e.g.,

Ebola and coronaviruses), and focus on the costs associated

with animal foodstock production. With the rise of industrial

agriculture, the health considerations of livestock herds have

been extended to the ability to raise, send, receive and sell

healthy animals across the livestock production chain. Global

markets and the internationalization of livestock trade, feed

consumption and related farming resources have not only raised

the stakes in livestock commodity markets economically, but

have also opened livestock production chains to greater disease

risk (20).

The Animal Disease Biosecurity Coordinated Agricultural

Project (ADB-CAP) funded by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA) was undertaken by the co-authors and

developed on the assumption that micro-scale human decision-

making and behaviors play significant roles in the introduction,

spread, recognition, reporting and containment of new, macro,

systems level emerging or foreign diseases. The goal of the

ADB-CAP project was to facilitate the development and

adoption of practices and policies that collectively reduce the

impact of new, emerging and foreign diseases of livestock

in the United States. Building off the success in ADB-

CAP, our team is working on a successor project funded by

USDA NIFA under NSF EEID program to predict livestock

disease transmission dynamics under alternate biosecurity

risk management interventions and behavioral responses of

livestock producers. To effectively govern biosecurity risks,

this requires an approach that takes into account the micro-

scale behaviors of individual human actors in the production

chain, and the more macro-level properties of the industry

and policy structure, and disease spread characteristics.

Whether viewed from the perspective of disaster preparedness

or emergency management, behavior change or economic

decision-making under uncertainty, the process of making

biological risk management decisions to mitigate multiple

disease threats is complex in part because it relies on the

micro-scale decisions and behaviors of front-line workers,

facility managers, production chain owners and policy makers.

In turn, these decisions and behaviors essentially scale-

up and impact the spread of disease across production

chain networks.

For the purposes of the simulations and serious

games summarized here, the disease threat of Porcine

Epidemic Diarrhea virus (PEDv) to the swine industry

in the United States was gamified and simulated. This

disease is transmitted via a fecal to oral route through

direct or indirect contact. PEDv is not zoonotic (meaning

it does not transfer from animals to humans) in nature

and the overall threat to the industry and individual

farmers is, to date, manageable. However, systems level

outbreaks of PEDv and other similar diseases have the

potential to seriously compromise herd health as well as

the livelihoods of many people throughout the production

chain (21).

Risk mitigation of the livestock food supply is a concern

of policy makers and government regulators across multiple

levels of jurisdiction, and most particularly at the federal and

state level. As such, animal health authorities operating at the

federal and state levels are faced with decisions regarding if, how

or when to uses incentives or regulations to mitigate livestock

disease risk.

The main risk driving the system’s behavior is risk

of transmission of infectious material between animals and

between animal production facilities and the inherent risk

to ecomonic viablity. Operational risk management falls

predominantly to front-line workers, whose compliance with

biosecurity practices, such as shower-in/shower-out and “line

of separation” protocols, is often the deciding factor as

to whether particular animals within facilities get infected.

Tactical risk assessment falls predominantly to the owners or

managers of facilities who make the decision to implement

specific biosecurity protocols. Strategic risk assessment generally

falls to owners of production chains, policy makers and

technical assistance providers. Their concerns center on

the viability and vulnerability of large-scale operations and

even the economic, social and environmental viability of

entire industries.

The ability to capture the wide range of

operational-tactical-strategic risk and decision-making factors

that shape livestock biosecurity practices requires a systems

approach to experimentation and modeling. To gather data

on the full range of risk assessment and practices, a series of

serious games operating at different scales of decision-making

were designed. A “compliance” game focused on operational

decisions of front-line workers (22). In a “protocol adoption”

game, the focus is on tactical decisions of facility managers to

adopt biosecurity protocols (23). Risk communication strategies
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are employed as treatments in both games. Prospect theory

(24), risk aversion and incentive effects (25, 26), uncertainty

aversion (27), and temporal discounting effects (28, 29) are used

to explain the results in both games.

To simulate the role that operational and tactical behaviors

play in the spread of disease, our team developed an agent-

based model (30–32) that draws on network-level theories

of diffusion (33) and percolation (34) to capture the spread

of both disease and behaviors across complex production

chain networks (31). A later version of the model simulated

strategic decision making informed by risk aversion or risk-

taking behavior pulled from prior game results” (32). Using

the results of the gaming experiments to parameterize behavior

within the simulation model, we are able to ascertain how the

probability distributions of observed risk-taking and aversion

at the operational and tactical scales can align with observed

outbreak dynamics, and simulate outbreak scenarios with

alternative risk-taking and aversion behaviors, such as those

observed during serious game experimentation under aggressive

communication strategy policies. In the process we are able

to better understand the role that the behaviors of front-line

workers and facility managers under alternate incentive and

risk communication regimes contribute to the mitigation or

promulgation of livestock disease. Using this understanding, we

can ascertain the efficacy of policy nudges on disease spread

phenomena. Figure 2 provides an overview of the relationship

between the two games operating at the tactical and operational

levels, and the agent-based models (ABM), which is focused at

the strategic level.

Methods

Experimental research has long been employed by

psychologists to study human behavior dating back to the

Hawthorn Experiments of the 1930s, the controversial studies

of authority found in the Mintzberg and Stanford Prison

Experiments, and to a wide range of social psychological studies

of human perception (24). As a result of these studies, a diverse

and growing understanding of game theory, social cues and

behavioral nudging has emerged and is informing all of the

social sciences. The advancement of computer simulation

and gaming software is now allowing researchers to employ

gaming and simulation techniques to study human behavior

across different scales of decision making. The use of games for

research purposes dates back at least to the iterated prisoner’s

dilemma experiments of Robert Axelrod among others (35).

The terms “serious gaming” and “online field experiments” (36)

have been employed across the social sciences to study a diverse

array of phenomena (37). The salient features of these games

FIGURE 2

STO framework applied to swine production chain.
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and experiments are the abilities to define initial contexts and

settings, recruit a diverse array of participants, and employ a

range of treatments to test hypotheses and tune theories.

While serious games are being used to study human behavior

under specific contexts and treatments, object-oriented, agent-

based models are now proliferating across the social sciences,

veterinary sciences, including epidemiology. The introduction

of different types of network node behavior into a class of

object-oriented ABMs is now allowing for stochastic behaviors

resulting from human agency to be aggregated to larger systems

levels, permitting for the operational and tactical decision-

making of agents to essentially “scale up” into larger, emergent

system patterns. ABMs are models of dynamic systems that

allow for the emergence of self-organizing properties found in

complex adaptive systems. A number of ABMs that have been

structured using network and graph theory have been advanced

by public administration scholars (38, 39), providing for very

fertile grounds to model and study network and collaborative

governance structures (40). The ABM simulates agents designed

to adapt to various simulated outbreak scenarios. After many

iterations of the ABM, maps predicting likely outcomes with

different agent perturbation can be produced (41).

The structures of the two games and versions of the ABM

were developed over time in collaboration with a variety of

experts in the field of livestock disease transmission. Our team

first sought to ensure the simulations adequately represented

the structure of swine production chains and how diseases

are transmitted across networks of facilities. We drew on a

series of focus groups and workshops with experts including

veterinarians, industry association representatives, Extension

agents, university researchers, policy makers, owners of whole

production chains, suppliers and owners of production facilities

to inform our understanding. These experts confirmed the

types of biosecurity being enacted by swine producers and

the problems with containing disease transmission. The design

for the compliance game (emerged as these experts described

how biosecurity is enacted in facilities and the challenges

associated with maintaining front line workers’ compliance with

biosecurity protocols. We learned from them, for instance,

of the propensity of workers to violate protocols to take

“smoke breaks” or undertake time sensitive tasks. The idea for

the protocol adoption game emerged during discussions with

experts around the value of early warning systems relating to

disease locations and biosecurity mapping tools to track who

and where biosecurity protocols are enacted. They sought to

learn from our games how best to communicate messages and

whether to share information in real time with producers across

infected production chains. The design of the ABM also emerged

out of expert’s descriptions of the production chains and the

availability of data on the number and type of facilities within

three different states.

What follows is a more detailed description of the

components of the interrelated operational, tactical, strategic

simulations used to explore the relation between micro and

macro effects of decision making.

1. A Biosecurity Compliance Game (“Compliance Game”)

that is designed to study operational decisions of

“workers” in facilities to implement biosecurity measures

or not. This game is particularly focused on how

different risk communication treatments may impact a

participant’s (playing the role of farm employee) choice

to follow established protocols. Our published results

suggest that visual threat gauges are most effective at

communicating the uncertainties associated with the

disease threat environment, as opposed to traditional

means such as numerically or linguistically presented risk

information (22, 42).

2. A Biosecurity Protocol Adoption Game (“Protocol Game”)

that is designed to simulate the tactical decision of

managing biosecurity investment over time across several

outbreak scenarios. This game is focused on the role that

environmental and social uncertainty play in a “farmer’s”

willingness to adopt biosecurity measures. The availability

of information about the disease prevalence, location and

peer-behavior related to a disease in the system can either

stimulate or inhibit biosecurity adoption in complex ways.

For example, a disease that is known to be creeping

spatially closer to a decision-maker’s premises tends to

encourage adoption behavior, whereas awareness of peers’

biosecurity adoption decisions decreases adoption (23).

Based on data from these games, we identified three major

clusters of human behavioral strategies (43), differing based

on risk preference.

3. A Regional US Hog Production Network Biosecurity Model

(RUSH-PNBM) that is designed to provide strategic and

tactical level understanding by simulating the flow of

livestock across an empirically calibrated production chain

network. This ABM simulates the transmission of diseases

relative to the network structures, livestock flows, human

behavior and experimentally-derived biosecurity adoption

rates. One version of the model is calibrated for the swine

industry in three states: Iowa, North Carolina and Illinois

(30–32). The RUSH-PNBM is built to simulate transmission

of disease among hog industry facilities through infected pigs

and contaminated feed or other objects. Encoded disease

drivers include farm visitors and trucks transporting hogs or

feed possibly infected by the virus. Findings from the protocol

adoption experimental game are used to inform agent

decision heuristics in RUSH-PNBM (32). Data collected from

game outputs inform the distribution of heterogeneity, the

proportion of the agents programmed to behave based on a

range of risk aversion and risk-taking behaviors observed in

the protocol adoption game (23, 43, 44). Under the ongoing

USDA NIFA project, a national level ABM is being designed

and tested.
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TABLE 1 Experimental simulation platform publications and theoretical underpininngs.

Game/ Model Level Studies Behavioral theories

Compliance game Operational Merrill et al. (22)

Trinity et al. (45)

Merrill et al. (42)

Liu et al. (see

footnote 1)

Theory of planned behavior (46)

Prospect theory, Kahneman and Tversky (24)

Discounting of future (28, 29)

Diffusion of innovation theory (33)

Information display (47–49)

Uncertainty aversion (27)

Cultural influences of uncertainty aversion (50)

Protocol Adoption Game Tactical Merrill et al. (23)

Clark et al. (43).

Clark et al. (51)

Prospect theory (24)

Framing and communication effects (52)

Uncertainty, Social and Environmental (53)

Risk aversion and incentive effects (25, 26)

Discounting of future (28, 29)

Uncertainty aversion (27)

Agent-based model: Regional US Hog

Production Network Biosecurity Model

(RUSH-PNBM)

Strategic Wiltshire (30)

Wiltshire et al. (31)

Bucini et al. (32)

Percolation theory (34, 54)

Diffusion of innovation theory (33)

Table 1 provides an overview of the game or model

component, the level at which they are framed, published studies

sharing results of each specific game or model and the different

behavioral theories that are cited to set up and discuss the results.

The experimental simulation platform allows for the integrated

study of human behavior at the operational and tactical levels

by drawing on a range of behavioral theories. These behaviors,

in turn, can be simulated percolating through production chain

networks in an ABM providing for strategic level assessments.

We now turn to a more detailed summary of specific application

of each component of our approach and key findings.

Results

Biosecurity protocol compliance game

The Biosecurity Compliance Game focuses at the

operational scale in which a worker is presented with a

series of tasks to complete both within and outside of the barn

(see screenshot in Figure 3). A “emergency exit” to the right

and a “shower exit” to the left are options for entering and

exiting the barn to undertake outside or external tasks such

as unloading a truck or clearing a clogged feed line. Disease

may enter the barn through contamination brought in by

the player through the dirty door. Both internal and external

tasks are awarded points. Points for external tasks decrease

with time, leading to a heightened sense of urgency. Players

receive a cash payout for performance. Time lags and economic

costs are built into the clean door exit to present the player

with a cost-benefit challenge between exiting the clean door

vs. the dirty door. Various treatments—including messaging,

FIGURE 3

Compliance Game Facility Screenshot (22). Screen view of

infection risk and uncertainty information for one game round,

the worker and coins (internal tasks) inside the barn, the shower

facility (blue arrow) and the emergency exit or “dirty door” (red

arrow), and paths taken to attend to outside tasks. During each

round participants collect coins within the barn (internal tasks),

then receive a cue to complete a task outside (external task). The

participants would then make decisions to use the shower-in,

shower-out biosecurity practice or the emergency exit to

complete the outside task based on the information provided.

After completing the outside task the participant would return to

the barn and collect more coins before ending the working day.

increasing the likelihood of catching a disease and disease risk

uncertainty—are implemented. The game attempts to simulate

the types of decisions farm workers need to make on a daily

basis. These are key operational decisions that center on the

fidelity of the best management practice.
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FIGURE 4

Summary results of the main treatment e�ects (22). Box-plot of the probability of using the shower biosecurity practice by the main e�ects,

delivery method (x-axis) and infection risk (y-axis), and upper box boundaries 25 and 75th percentiles, respectively, line inside box median,

overlaid on model predicted data values.

The major focus of the compliance game concerns the

factors that encourage the routine practice of biosecurity

protocols at the operational farm scale. The core questions

include: What types of rewards and punishments are more or

less likely to bring about greater compliance? How do time

constraints and minute-level features of biosecurity procedures

impact compliance rates? What kinds of messaging are most

effective to bring participants into compliance? Different levels

of messaging of infection risks are communicated linguistically

(from very low to high), numerically (1%−25% chance of

disease) and graphically [using a threat gauge pointing to values

on a color-coded gauge ranging from very low (green) to high

(red)]. Levels of uncertainty were depicted as either having

no uncertainty, with a known value presented, or depicted as

having uncertainty, with the values above and below presented

as a possible range, as well as presenting a best estimate value

(e.g., best estimate of 5%, with infection risk likely between 1

and 15%).

Although several papers have been published from this game

using a variety of other combinations of treatments (22, 45), the

specific results from an experiment testing different modalities

of information display are displayed in Figure 4. Linguistic,

numeric, and graphical messaging and higher threats of disease

all lead to higher rates of compliance with biosecurity protocols

at the operational level.

The stand-alone results from this particular experiment

show that participants playing as front-line workers do perceive

and take in risk messaging. Higher levels of communicated risk

lead to higher levels of compliance with biosecurity protocols

(far right panel of Figure 4). Another key finding from this

particular experiment is that the mode of communication—

linguistic, numeric or graphical, has a bearing on participant

compliance with biosecurity protocols.

These findings also highlight the challenges that arise when

compliance with organizational rules and protocols are called

for. Prospect theory was used to explain why many participants

chose to avoid doing the most biosecure practice because of

asymmetric forms of risk aversion found among the population

of participants (24). We also found that many participants

tended to discount the potential of future losses (22), displaying

evidence of temporal discounting theory (28, 29). These findings

underscore the need for facility owners, managers and policy

makers to consider the role that the heterogeneity of risk

aversion and discounting effects play in shaping front line

workers’ actions. These considerations could be used to improve

the efficacy of biosecurity adoption and incenting decisions at
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FIGURE 5

Protocol adoption game regional proximity of disease threat and biosecurity adoption (23).

tactical and strategic scales. It should also be noted that cultural

differences may influence how people respond—meaning that

prospecting, discounting and free-riding behaviors are very

likely influenced by cultural factors as well. A recent study

undertaken by Lui et al.1, drew on the compliance game

to study the role of cultural influences on risk assessment

by offering both an English and Spanish language versions

of the game. Hofstede’s cultural uncertainty avoidance index

(50) was used to frame a hypothesis relating to anticipated

differences in risk avoidance and risk communications between

Spanish and English-first language speakers. The findings from

this study yieled mixed results, as we found no significance

differences in risk aversion, but did find some differences in

risk communication—as Spanish-first speakers tended to be

influence less by graphical messaging than English-first speakers

(Lui et al.1).

Biosecurity protocol adoption game

The biosecurity protocol adoption game considers the

tactical decisions of farm owners or managers. Figure 5 is a

screen shot from one game that shows the field of play in a

geophysical space that provides the participant with their farm’s

proximity to neighboring farms as a simple, geographically

scale-free representation of the location of the participant’s

facility relative to neighboring ones. Information about disease

spread is signaled by the circle symbol.When the circle is red, the

1 Liu et al. (under review). E�ects of message delivery on cross-cultural

biosecurity compliance: insights from experimental simulations.

farm has disease. Black signifies no disease, and gray signifies an

unknown condition. The squares symbolize farm level adoption

of biosecurity measures. A color scale ranging from brown

to dark green symbolizes no to high levels of investment in

biosecurity. Gray squares symbolize an unknown status. A set of

possible actions (see right hand column) allows for the adoption

of specific biosecurity protocol adoption actions. Each action

comes at a cost that cuts into the farm’s economic bottom line

and therefore the participant’s payout.

The protocol adoption game allows for the testing

of typologies of behavior and information communication

strategies by eliciting risk perceptions of participants assuming

the role of facility managers who make the tactical decision

of whether or not to adopt the kind of biosecurity protocols

found in the compliance game. One of the major treatments

simulated in the protocol adoption game is the alteration

of levels of information sharing about disease prevalence

and biosecurity investment levels of peers. Currently, limited

information sharing or reporting is the industry norm, resulting

in uncertainty as to the incidence of disease and uncertainty

regarding the response to the threat of disease by other

stakeholders in livestock industries. In this game, we altered

disease incidence information sharing and biosecurity practice

information sharing. Information levels were equated with

environmental uncertainty (location of disease) and social

uncertainty (levels of biosecurity adoption by neighbors)

(23, 43).

The central questions that can be addressed through

the analysis of this game’s results include: What incentivizes

producers to invest in biosecurity practices? How do perceptions

of uncertainty regarding the location and prevalence of disease
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TABLE 2 Results of protocol adoption game Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests (23).

Disease prevalence Biosecurity adoption

No information vs Partial information D= 0.061717, p= 0.1621 D= 0.11515, p < 0.001

No information vs Complete information D= 0.1663, p < 0.001 D= 0.12668, p < 0.001

Partial information vs Complete information D= 0.11364, p < 0.001 D= 0.041298, p= 0.627

and of peers’ adoption of biosecurity practices impact producer

willingness to invest in biosecurity practices? How much and

what type of information should be made available? Merrill

et al. (23) have published results that demonstrated participant’s

willingness to invest in biosecurity when faced with treatments

that varied the rates of information about disease incidence

(described in the paper as “environmental uncertainty”) and

information about the biosecurity response to simulated pork

production facilities to the threat of disease (described in the

paper as “social uncertainty”).

Findings from this experiment (see Table 2) suggest that

willingness to invest in heightened biosecurity increases with

increased awareness of disease incidence in the system,

but decreases with increased awareness of biosecurity

practices in place at nearby facilities (23). Results suggest

that policy interventions incentivizing or mandating increased

communication or information sharing could have positive or

negative repercussions on the livestock industry’s resilience to

disease threats, depending upon the type of information shared.

This study looks at risk uncertainty as a matter of no, partial,

or complete information about disease risk and the levels of

risk resulting from neighbors’ biosecurity adoption rates. These

findings suggest that having partial to complete information

about the instances of disease within neighboring farms leads

to more biosecurity adoption among participants. The threat of

systemic disease risk is better visualized with partial to complete

information. This treatment effect controls for actual disease

threat. The mere exposure of disease risk as a concept embedded

in the partial to fully known disease prevalence increases risk

aversion across our sampled participants. These findings were

confirmed in a second published study (43), which categorized

behavioral strategies and participant risk profiles in response to

simulated risk communication.

The same cannot be said about the levels of information

regarding the prevalence of biosecurity practices of neighboring

farms. Given no to partial information about peers’ biosecurity

adoption led participants to be more risk averse—leading to a

increase in their choice to adopt biosecurity measures on their

own farms. Again, these results control for simulated variance

in adoption rates. This latter finding can be explained in one

of two ways. The first is the free-rider effect (55) commonly

referenced in economics. When someone else is shouldering the

burden of protecting a network, there is a tendency for rent-

seeking or free-riding mentality: Why should I have to pay for

something that can be paid for by someone else? In the case of

Merrill et al.’s findings (23), free riders would perceive that at

least some neighbors are protecting others, and that is enough.

To invest oneself is a sucker’s bet. A second explanation may

be that the participants simply do not understand how disease

transmission spreads. The version of the protocol games used

in this experiment did not present the neighboring farms as

networks, connected by roads or supply chains (feed routes

for instance). Participants had no way to clearly infer that

disease risks of neighbors increases one’s own risk of getting

the disease. This potential misunderstanding can be tested in

future iterations.

The choice to invest in biosecurity practices is based on

the tactical risk assessment of the participant. This study

demonstrates that the matter of when, if at all, to invest

in biosecurity practices is at least in part shaped by the

level of information participants had regarding systemic risk—

the risk taking or aversion actions of neighbors, and the

use of available knowledge about where, if at all, there is

disease among neighboring farms. To explain the results from

this game, prospect theory (24) and temporal discounting

theory (28, 29) were also employed. These theories were

used to explain why participants delayed or refrained from

acting to mitigate risk as game play wore on. We also drew

more on recent risk communication theories such as the

role of framing and communication effects (52), and risk

aversion and incentive effects (25, 26) to better understand

and explain why participants responded to specific messaging

and risk-reward inventives. These latter theories are extensions

of prospect theory and provide deeper insights into the

relationship between messaging and risk aversion. A final

theory drew in the role that uncertainty and uncertainty

aversion plays in making social and environmental decisions

(27, 53).

These results can have very concrete implication for

strategic leaders in industry and government. Industry

leaders, like the owners of complete production chains

or hubs in networks of contract farmers, can use these

findings to consider the likelihood that other members

of their production networks or within their geographic

regions are more or less inclined to adoption biosecurity.

While policy makers and government agencies may want

to consider the role of public information campaigns,

early warning systems and other information sharing
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tools regarding disease prevalence and location, and

regarding the locations of facilities that have invested

in biosecurity.

RUSH-PNBM

Following extensive engagement with industry stakeholders

for data sourcing and acquisition, the modeling team set out

to simulate key industry structures, functions and practices.

Descriptive statistics of the breakdown of industry actors at

the US county level were used to construct an ABM of

the industry in three different states of the country. Figure 6

(below) depicts the major swine industry production actors

in the United States identified as key actors in disease

transmission, and represented in the RUSH-PNBM. These

actors include farmers (or producers) focusing on certain

stages (e.g., wean to finish) or all (farrow to finish) of a

hog’s lifecycle, feed mills and slaughter plants, as well as

information providers represented by veterinarians. Some of

the core questions that can be addressed by this ABM are:

How does the structure of the production chain impact a

facility’s likelihood of getting a disease? Which components

of the production chain are most vulnerable to disease

threat? Where should investments in biosecurity measures

be made?

The RUSH-PNBM simulates disease transmission through

the network using widely accepted Susceptible-Infected-

Recovered-Susceptible (SIRS) model parameters. Distributions

of tendencies or willingness to invest time or money into

biosecurity as well as disease transmission parameters can be

varied to generate different scenarios. The production chain

network model embedded in the ABM provides a system view

of the flow of swine and feed across a region (state level).

For example, Figure 7, below, displays the configuration of

facilities generated by RUSH-PNBM in a spatially approximate

model of swine facilities for the state of North Carolina. The

network graph to the right shows the agents’ connection

and disease transmission patterns over the course of one

model run.

Computer simulations describe possible disease outbreaks

scenarios driven by factors such as rate of spread, method

of contact, probability of outbreak occurrence, and economic

effect on both national and international markets. Additionally,

we parameterize disease contagion as a function of biosecurity

adoption. Building on existing ABM platforms devised by the

gaming and simulation team (30, 56), “agents” within the

ABM framework are programmed to mimic stakeholder profiles

(i.e., to simulate heterogeneous producers, distributors, and,

for more advanced games, regulators) and decision metrics. As

the heuristic and decision metrics have been quantified using

the protocol adoption game results, the ABM can simulate

outbreaks (57) for each production type based on heterogeneous

risk behavior. Because many of the processes, such as disease

transimission, are stochastic within the ABM, thousands of

model simulations can be run, each being unique, which

generates a set of reasonable expectations for each set of assumed

conditions, and thus allows for scenario planning. Table 3 lists

the key model parameters of RUSH-PNBM.

In his paper evaluating the effect of producer specialization

on the epidemiological resilience of livestock production

networks, Wiltshire (30) looks at the structure of the hog

industry at regional scales and runs a series of experiments

changing the specialization structures of the industry as follows:

(1) high specialization three-phase production systems (equal

numbers of Farrow to Wean, Wean to Feeder, and Feeder

to Finish producers); (2) medium specialization production

systems (equal numbers of Farrow to Feeder and Feeder to

Finish producers); and (3) low specialization production systems

(Farrow to Finish producers only).

Drawing on percolation theory (34, 54, 58), Wiltshire finds

that multi-phase (e.g., more complex) production systems are

vulnerable to catastrophic outbreaks at lower spatial densities,

have more abrupt percolation transitions, and are characterized

by less predictable outbreak scope and durations. Following

other multi-phase network studies, we suggest that the absence

of potentially-bridging producer-to-producer edges is largely

responsible for the superior disease resilience of single-phase

production systems. The results of this experiment strongly

suggest that, at least in the context of this model, the risk of

catastrophic infectious disease outbreaks may be inhibited by

(a) sparser producer networks, and, perhaps more critically,

(b) networks in which fewer contacts for interaction facilitate

greater compartmentalization of inter-agent contact patterns,

leading to both shorter and smaller outbreaks, as well as

less uncertainty about the final size and duration of a given

outbreak. Both these findings have implications for strategic risk

management in livestock production chain systems.

In Wiltshire et al. (31), RUSH-PNBM is used to examine

in greater depth the role of network structure and agents’

positions within contact networks on disease resilience of the

modeled system. A series of disease spread scenarios are run

through independent swine production chain networks in three

different high production states: North Carolina, Iowa and

Illinois. Figure 8 shows some results from this network analysis,

indicating the general connectivity patterns of each actor type,

and how they differ between the three different states.

This analysis demonstrates the model’s capacity to simulate

disease transmission over distributed networks of heterogeneous

agents. The structure of the production chain both constrains

and enables disease transmission. The function of different

facilities as positions in these value chain networks have

a bearing on a type of facility’s propensity to transmit or

receive disease.

An evolved version of the RUSH-PNBM model simulated

at a county level adds an additional behavioral signal, “risk
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FIGURE 6

RUSH-PNBM agent connectivity key (30).

FIGURE 7

Example state level network configuration for North Carolina, as represented by RUSH-PNBM.

attitude” (32). In these instances, agents in the model could

implement certain levels of biosecurity. The behavioral signal

is the simulated facility agent’s propensity to adopt biosecurity

or not, given the disease conditions in the systems. Figure 9

displays a high-level visualization of the main features of

the RUSH-PNBM component parts, including an Susceptible-

Infected-Susceptible (SIS) disease spread model and the human

behavioral signal of the decision to adopt biosecurity.

An experiment was conducted that varied the relative

proportion of risk-averse vs. risk-tolerant producers (32) using

the risk attitudes drawn from the Protocol Adoption Game

results highlighted above (23). Agents display clustered behavior

along a risk-tolerant to risk-averse behavioral spectrum that was

correlated within the ABM with the probability or propensity

to make the decision to implement biosecurity or not (43). To

reflect this heterogeneity, agents in the model are imbued with

agent decision making processes that include parameters for

risk attitude, responsiveness to disease, biosecurity investment

and psychological distancing. The key parameter, risk-attitude,

drives the agent’s biosecurity investment as a response to the

number of infected neighboring facility agents.

Results show that the system’s epidemiological resilience is

sensitive to fairly minor changes to the risk attitude parameter.

Figure 10 demonstrates how the percentage of facility managers

in the model displaying risk averse behaviors among a range of

12%−37.5% risk averse affect disease incidence in the system.

There is a significant difference in median disease incidence

between the “baseline” (25% risk averse) scenario runs and

the “27.5% risk averse” scenario runs, which include just 10%

more risk-averse producers than the baseline. The authors

conclude that, “Overall, the scenarios indicate that the ABM

is significantly sensitive to risk attitude shifts as small as 10%

producer agents moving from being risk tolerant to being risk

averse” [(32), p. 6].

Bucini et al. (32) also find that increasing the number of

risk-tolerant producers in the system leads to more variability in

epidemic severity, supporting the percolation dynamics reported

in Wiltshire (30), and suggesting that the addition of risk-

tolerant producers to a production system could hamper the

efforts of policymakers who rely on disease forecasting to guide

reactive decision-making in the face of an epidemic threat. The

correlation between increased risk tolerant decision makers at

the tactical level and higher variability in disease impact means

that, with high proportions of risk tolerant individuals, emergent

diseases could either quickly disappear (which is consistent with

high proportions of risk averse decisionmakers) or rapidly reach
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TABLE 3 Model parameters and values used in the RUSH-PNBMmodel

(31).

Parameter Value(s)

Study area [NC, IA, IL]

Number of producers in study area [2,217, 6,266, 2,045]

Avg. producer capacity [4,015, 3,265, 2,264]

Proportion farrow to wean [0.050, 0.026, 0.038]

Proportion farrow to feeder [0.005, 0.010, 0.009]

Proportion farrow to finish [0.554, 0.304, 0.635]

Proportion wean to feeder [0.102, 0.064, 0.023]

Proportion wean to finish [0.003, 0.077, 0.055]

Proportion feeder to finish [0.286, 0.519, 0.241]

Number of slaughter plants in study area [24, 18, 25]

Number of feed mills in study area [40, 114, 37]

Producer to slaughter plant λ 2

Producer to feed mill λ 1.5

Percent of producers initially infected 5%

Avg. producer infection duration (days) 40

Avg. slaughter plant infection duration (days) 7

Avg. feed mill infection duration (days) 25

Suckling pig mortality rate on infection 0.9

Nursery pig mortality rate on infection 0.4

Grow/finish hog mortality rate on infection 0.1

Prob. producer will become infected if returning pig truck is

contaminated

0.3

Prob. producer will become infected if feed truck is

contaminated

0.8

Prob. feed truck will become contaminated if producer is

infected

0.05

Prob. pig truck will become contaminated if producer is

infected

0.2

Prob. feed mill will become infected if returning feed truck is

contaminated

0.1

Prob. feed truck will become contaminated if feed mill is

infected

0.5

Prob. slaughter plant receiving area will become infected if

pig batch is infected

0.4

Prob. pig truck will become contaminated if receiving area is

infected

0.2

Farrow to wean sow proportion (relative to total capacity) 0.6

Farrow to feeder sow proportion (relative to total capacity) 0.5

Farrow to finish sow proportion (relative to total capacity) 0.2

Annual number of piglets per sow 34

Max. wean and batch frequency (days) 7

Min. batch size (as proportion of non-sow capacity) 0.05

Capacity under which producer has only one batch 20

Min. capacity similarity ratio 25

Max. producer to producer shipment distance (km) 150

Max. number of potential producer to producer trading

partners

15

(Continued)

TABLE 3 (Continued)

Parameter Value(s)

Max. producer to producer shipment frequency (days) 5

Avg. number of daily feed delivery trips per mill 10

Number of producers visited per feed delivery trip λ 1

“EAP” indicates that the value was derived through expert advisory panel sessions.

“FHPC” refers to data provided to us by commercially-owned hog production

chain systems.

epidemic levels. That is, the model shows how risk tolerant

populations (who have not paid associated costs for biosecurity),

based on the distribution of probabilistic events avoid significant

impacts or, in essence, get lucky. Yet, the model shows that,

on average, strategically nudging or shoving populations toward

more risk averse tendencies will reduce the impact of emergent

diseases on the production system.

The strategic implications of the findings for experiments

run across the different versions of the RUSH-PNB are very

clear: the variabilities and stochasticity of human behaviors,

as noted in the probability distributions of risk takers and

risk adverse agents plays a significant factor in the spread of

disease, further bolstering the need for stronger incentives and

regulations that can be used to overcome a preponderance of

defectors or resisters to biosecurity.

Discussion

The platform of companion games and models presented

here represent a multi-level, multi-scale approach to modeling

a complex adaptive system that includes individuals (front

line workers, facility owners, production chain owners),

organizations (facilities), and networks of organizations carrying

out a heterogeneity of functions. The compliance game is

able to capture the operational characteristics of the social

system. We also rendered a comparative analysis of cultural

differences between Enlish and Spanish-first language speakers

and found that cultural differences can be factors [Lui et al.

(see footnote 1)], leading us to assert that the findings discussed

here should be taken within the dominant, North American,

context within whichmost participants haled from. The protocol

adoption game functions at the tactical scale and allows for

understanding the decision to enact biosecurity or not. A model

of the risk attitude of facility owners was developed from the

protocol adoption game results and used to shape the probability

distributions of risk attitudes within the ABM network. These

findings were later validated by comparing Amazon Mechanical

Turker results to those of industry stakeholders (43). The

conclusion stemming from Bucini et al.’s work is one that

stands to be of vital importance for the mitigation of disease

transmission in livestock systems (and arguably for disease
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FIGURE 8

Degree plots for RUSH-PNBM experiment (31). Weighted degree (kw) represents the number of times an agent contacted another agent (i.e.,

sending or receiving either livestock or feed) over the course of a run, whereas unweighted degree (k) describes the number of unique agents

with which an agent had contact.

FIGURE 9

RUSH-PNBM Agent-based model (ABM) process flow (32) that highlights the ABM’s main components and processes of how PEDv can spread

through the network structure of the swine industry and influenced by human risk behavior. Types of agents in: P, producer; FM, feed mill, and

SP slaughter plant. Hog and feed movement are simulated. The epidemiological component simulates risk of PEDv transmission associated with

movement through networks. Human decisions on biosecurity also influence infection risk. Disease spread depends on the probability of

disease transmission in the networks and influences the biosecurity levels on farm.
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FIGURE 10

Box-plot of the distribution of total PEDv incidence (sum of new infection cases over the simulated time period) for each scenario (32). Each

scenario represents a di�erent distribution of risk attitude within the population of producer agents in the ABM. The baseline scenarios

population has equal proportion of producer agents in all four groups (risk adverse, risk opportunistic risk neutral, and risk tolerant). The three

left hand scenarios tested the e�ect of reducing the number of risk averse agents (by 10, 30, or 50%, respectively) and shifting them to risk

tolerant. The three right hand scenarios shifted risk tolerant (by 10, 30, and 50%, respectively) to risk averse. Each scenario distribution is drawn

from a Monte Carlo experiment with 800 replicates. The compact letter display indicates significance from pairwise comparison. The black

dashed line marks the total incidence in the observed data.

transmission among humans as well): that the risk attitudes of

decision makers operating across a given production network

will constrain or enable the spread of disease across the system.

In other words, human behavior is a critical driver of disease

spread. Micro-level decisions and behaviors of actors across the

operational, tactical and strategic levels of an organization and

wider system to adopt and/or comply with biosecurity protocols

scale-up to form larger macro-level patterns. In the case of this

example these patterns manifest themselves in the form of the

spread of animal disease across a production system.

Although the papers synthesized here are limited on many

fronts, including a narraow cultural context, we demonstrate

the ability of our platform to model and experiment with

different configurations of “psychological nudges” and “policy

shoves,” (43) and examine how these interventions impact

disease transmission. The range of psychological nudges tested

across this platform include the use of different forms of

messaging, information of risk levels, disease prevalence and

biosecurity adoption rates of neighbors (22, 23, 43, 44, 51)

[Lui et al. (see footnote 1)] including the use of “bots” to

test efficacy of social cues (45). As in the real world, the

participants in both games were rewarded for not employing

biosecurity if they were lucky enough to not get the disease

in their facility. In the case of operational, front-line workers,

these rewards came in the form of additional time to

complete tasks. In the case of tactical managers, the reward

was saving money in the short term by not implementing

biosecurity protocols. Both rewards were balanced against the

risk of economic loss resulting from getting the disease on

your premise. These kinds of trade-offs are increasingly a

common feature in the development of biosecurity protocols

and policies.

The ability of this platform to integrate different scales

of social systems provides a replicable approach to modeling

a complex network that includes both micro and macro

level properties. Our approach to designing this experimental

simulation platform allows for researchers to “nest” smaller

questions of individual behavior and decision making within

wider and bigger questions pertaining to whole system and

network level patterns. Specifically, these smaller questions focus
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on how best to communicate risk and incentivize biosecurity

to front-line workers (22, 45) (Lui et al.1) and facility owners

and managers (23, 43). We demonstrate how the risk attitudes

of facility owners and managers can scale-up to either increase

or decrease the disease risk of an entire production chain. We

are able to provide insight into matters of (micro)management

and motivation and how these managerial matters scale-up to

impact the performance of the wider system. In the case of

our example here, this performance focuses on the ability of

individual facilities and whole production chains to avoid or

mitigate disease transmission.

Future iterations of the experimental simulation platform

will include specific policy scenarios that are emerging from

ongoing engagement with federal and state livestock animal

health officials. In addition, we will test the compliance game

using different languages. Questions such as: How would

changes in indemnification programs through which the federal

government covers the cost of loss of herds culled during disease

outbreaks, impact biosecurity adoption rates? and Should more

visible and spatially explicit disease outbreak and biosecurity

adoption data be enacted? Implications of producer behavioral

responses on reforming US federal policy of unconditional

indemnity to cattle producers is also being investigated in the

new USDA NIFA project. Dynamic integration of micro-macro

scaling in spatially distributed ABMs may also provide context

specific situational awareness to regulators and policymakers

considering policy interventions in operational, tactical, and

strategic policy making arenas.

Conclusion

The suite of games and simulations designed and

implemented to study PEDV in swine provides a unique

set of insights into the real world complexities faced by livestock

producers and service providers. Getting workers to comply,

adopt, and consider a range of policy interventions to stem the

tide of livestock disease spread unfolds within complex adaptive

systems. The ability of researchers to consider the challenges

associated with different scales of decision-making and their

impacts on macro, systems level disease spread are only now

just being understood. The ability of researchers and theorists

to conceive of and execute multi-level, multi-scale studies and

simulations requires deep engagement with stakeholders and

transdisciplinary approaches.

At some point voluntary compliance at a scale needed to

preserve a common pool resource or public good may not be

possible (as the recent history with COVID-19 compliance bears

out), as the propensity to defect or ignore may be reinforced

by perceptions of short-term pay-outs or other factors such

as ideological dispositions and trust of instititions. Simulation

tools such as ABMs can be utilized to inform the emergence

of systemic risk under different competing and cooperative

strategies of players at operational, tactical and strategic

scale. Equally, the resources needed to properly incentivize

behaviors may not be available. A better understanding of

the thresholds of when and where to use regulatory tools

are needed.
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